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SPC �ooring is a new �ooring material, which is advanced by being waterproof, rigid and dimensionally stable. 

As an extruded core material, the SPC core is a composite material made of calcium carbonate, polyvinyl chloride and stabilizer. The wear layer and colour �lms are pressed on the SPC core after 
extruding. The IXPE underlay which can be applied to the back, is a good option for high end usage. E.I.R �nish and bevelled v-grooves create that real wood feeling for SPC �ooring.

As an advanced and experienced importer of SPC �ooring Fin�oor is convinced about the advantages of SPC �ooring; i.e. 0 formaldehyde, 100% waterproof, ability to install over most surfaces with 
minimal preparation, high wear, dimensionally stable (is not easily deformed), noise reduction, stain resistance, anti-slip, fast installation and the ability to cover large �oor areas without having to 
use expansion pro�les.

Top and stable quality, quick production lead times, a large range of colours (both standard & special matches), real wood feel surfaces, long warranty.
Fin�oor is your reliable partner as a supplier of SPC �ooring.

About SPC �ooring

Structure of SPC �ooring





Relax, marker pens are easy to clean using a 
wet/damp mop as Luxury double UV coating 
provides the stain resistance you would 
expect on a high quality �oor

Afraid to use a marker 
pen on the �oor?
 – no problem





Our manufactures use only top quality calcium carbonate and polyvinyl chloride in 

the production of SPC �ooring, they are 100% virgin material without any recycled 

materials

Look at the 
super white core





Can SPC �ooring be used in the 
kitchen?

Stains are easily removed from 
our SPC �ooring

Special double UV coating guarantees the super 
stain resistance of Fin�oor’s SPC �ooring range of 
products. All normal household stains are easy to 
remove/clean :
  - Co�ee
  - Any type of sauce.
  - Oils
  - Co�ee
  - Vinegar and any other stains
A wet mop is enough to make it clean





Our “Super quality” SPC �ooring can be bent by 180°.

Inferior quality SPC �ooring cannot, especially if there are recycled components in the material, or if there is  a higher concentration of Stone compounds in 
the SPC core material.





SPC �ooring with IXPE,
Sound-absorbing and noise protection.
Enjoy your SPC �oor for the acoustic qualities 
of the IXPE backer.

We owe it to protect the environment, through sound insulation, 
moisture, etc. Families can enjoy a more quiet and comfortable 
indoor environment.





Fin�oor manufacturers use “ceramic bead” 
technology, which is incorporated into the 
UV layer.

200% better scratch resistance than the 
normal UV coating used by some other 
suppliers of SPC �ooring.





Should a burning 
cigarette or similar item 
be dropped on the �oor

– not to worry, no yellow 
marks or hole in the 
surface of your SPC 
�oor.

SPC �ooring is so easy to clean o� the 
yellow stain from a burning cigarette.

Other SPC �ooring without a Super UV 
coating will be a problem to remove 
these types of marks/stains.





 - The slip resistance of Diamond, Sapphire and Diamond  SPC tile are all rated as R9-R10.

 - The surface texture of Fin�oor SPC �ooring has more frictional properties when water is spilt on the surface.





Rigid Core

Superior impact 
and dent resistance.

Unique raw materials and manufacturing 
technique. SPC �ooring provides excellent 
impact resistance for you. You don’t have to 
worry when you walk on it with new high 
heels or dropping your heavy suitcase on the 
�oor after your trip.





 Fin�oor SPC �ooring is 100% waterproof, therefore, you can safely install our SPC �ooring throughout your home.


